How to do a successful ESUG Presentation?
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Roadmap

- Contents
- Form
- Behavior
Make your problem clear

• People should learn something
• However making presentation is difficult
• This is difficult because communicating is difficult
• But I have a solution.
• I will work on the contents, form, and behavior
Use example then generalize

- Context
- What is the problem
- Why this is a problem?
  - Use example
- Your solution
  - On the example
- Why your solution is cool
Use Large Fonts

• Should be able to be standing and read the slides when put on the floor
One point = one slide
Use Picture
Be Active on Stage

- Move
- Change your voice ton
- Change your voice speed
- Force you to do get eye contact with everybody
We are all foreigners

• Speak slowly
• Let a chance to people to understand you
The last slide is the most read

• Use it for summarizing your problems and your great solution

• and invite for questions